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Neutral projectile scattering on atoms

Fine-structure constant:
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Helium atom

Neutral projectile 
(Dark matter or neutron) 
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Neutral projectile 
(Dark matter or neutron) 
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1. Low speed recoil: 
- remain in ground state  

2. High speed recoil: 
- double ionisation 
(electrons ‘left behind’) 
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Neutral projectile scattering on atoms
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Neutral projectile 
(Dark matter or neutron) 
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[*In the rest of this talk c=1]

Neutral projectile scattering on atoms



‘Migdal effect’ 
electrons and the nucleus are coupled in atoms so 

perturbations of the nucleus can induce electronic transitions

Transition probability depends on the speed of the recoiling nucleus



So what?



Consider DM scattering with xenon
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Consider DM scattering with xenon
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Sub-GeV searches increasingly dominated by Migdal

Pre-2018 
No Migdal limits

20

Figure 13. The CDMSlite Run 3 90% CL PLR limit (this
result, solid black) on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon
cross section, along with the ± 1� and ± 2� sensitivity bands
(green and yellow respectively). The CDMSlite Run 3 op-
timum interval limit (dashed grey) and Run 2 (red) opti-
mum interval limit [18] are overlaid. Examples of limits from
other detector technologies are overlaid: DarkSide-50 2018
No Quenching Fluctuations (magenta) [10]; PandaX-II 2016
(blue) [57]; PICO-60 2017 (orange) [58]; CRESST-II 2016
(cyan) [59]; CDEX-10 2018 (purple) [60].

X. SUMMARY

These results demonstrate successful modeling of ra-
dioactive backgrounds in CDMSlite detectors down to
very low energies, as well as the power of a profile like-
lihood fit to set strong limits on a potential DM signal
even in the presence of irreducible backgrounds. This
analysis sets an upper limit on the dark matter-nucleon
scattering cross section in germanium of 5.4⇥10�42 cm2

at 5GeV/c2, which is a factor of ⇠2.5 improvement over
the previous CDMSlite result. Unlike previous CDMSlite
analyses, the profile likelihood method used here poten-

tially permits the detection of a signal. Key analysis
developments enabling this approach include improved
rejection of instrumental backgrounds using detector-
detector correlations in a boosted decision tree, removal
of events at high radii with misreconstructed energies
by an improved fiducial volume cut, and Monte Carlo
modeling of surface backgrounds in the detector. The
SuperCDMS collaboration is currently constructing a
new experiment, SuperCDMS SNOLAB, which will use
the CDMSlite technique in detectors designed specifically
for high-voltage operation [61, 62]. The results obtained
here provide a proof of principle that backgrounds for
these detectors can be successfully understood at a level
that would permit not merely the setting on upper lim-
its in the presence of backgrounds, but potentially the
discovery of a low-mass DM signal.
The SuperCDMS collaboration gratefully acknowl-

edges technical assistance from the sta↵ of the Soudan
Underground Laboratory and the Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources. The iZIP detectors were fabri-
cated in the Stanford Nanofabrication Facility, which is
a member of the National Nanofabrication Infrastructure
Network, sponsored and supported by the NSF. Fund-
ing and support were received from the National Sci-
ence Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy, Fer-
milab URA Visiting Scholar Grant No. 15-S-33, NSERC
Canada, the Canada Excellence Research Chair Fund,
and MultiDark (Spanish MINECO). The SuperCDMS
collaboration prepared this document using the resources
of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab),
a U.S. Department of Energy, O�ce of Science, HEP
User Facility. Fermilab is managed by Fermi Research
Alliance, LLC (FRA), acting under Contract No. DE-
AC02-07CH11359. Pacific Northwest National Labora-
tory is operated by Battelle Memorial Institute under
Contract No. DE-AC05-76RL01830 for the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy. SLAC is operated under Contract No.
DEAC02-76SF00515 with the U.S. Department of En-
ergy.
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FIG. 6. Energy spectrum after all cuts for the blinded data
set in counts per keV (black histogram). Reference sample
data smoothed by analytical function (plain blue). The gray
and brown curves show the excluded Migdal spectra smeared
to detector resolution and efficiency corrected and corrected
for the Earth-shielding effect for WIMPs of 50 MeV·c�2 for
lower excluded and upper excluded, corresponding to gray
and brown respectively.

provement have been achieved. The underground op-
eration did not jeopardize the potential of this search,
despite the enhanced Earth-shielding from the larger
overburden, thanks to the significant reduction of the
background level obtained in the EDELWEISS-III setup
at LSM. The effective threshold of 30 eVee achieved
here, lower than the 60 eV threshold of Ref. [22], con-
tributes to the extension of the search to masses be-
low 45 MeV·c�2. This threshold is more than five
times lower than those of CDEX [23] (160 eVee) and
XENON [30] (⇠ 200 eVee). However, both experiments
achieved significantly better background levels, and this
aspect is clearly the main limiting factor for the use of
the present detector to probe lower cross-sections.

V. DISCUSSION

As the search for DM particles appears to be lim-
ited by backgrounds, these were investigated more thor-
oughly. It was found that most of the population in the
energy interval between 0.8 to 3 keV come from events
where a heat energy deposit is not associated with any
ionization, since they are not affected by the NTL am-

FIG. 7. 90% C.L. upper limit on the cross-section for Spin-
Independent interaction between DM and Ge nuclei through
Migdal effect. The black curve does not account for Earth
shielding effect, the red contour is obtained by taking into
account the slowing of the DM particle flux through the
material above the detector. The yellow (green) envelope
corresponds to the 1� (2�) statistical fluctuation estimated
with Monte Carlo toys based on data model.
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FIG. 8. 90% C.L. upper limit on the cross-section for Spin-
Independent interaction between DM and Ge nuclei through
the Migdal effect. The red contour is obtained by taking into
account the slowing of the DM particle flux through the
material above the detector. These results are compared to
other experiments [19, 20, 23, 29, 30, 57] (see text).

plification. This is shown in Fig. 9 that compares the
data recorded by NbSi209 at biases of 15 V and 66 V.
The rise below 600 eV is mainly due to the read-out
noise, which slightly increases at 66 V. The compati-
bility of the two spectra above 0.8 keV indicates that

EDELWEISS, arXiv:2203.03993

Today 
Dominated by Migdal

MigdalMigdal

Migdal effect in dark matter 
direct detection experiments,  

Ibe et al arXiv:1707.07258



Is there evidence for the Migdal effect?



What do we know about the Migdal effect?
• A.Migdal publications:

• Ionisation in nuclear reactions [1]
• Ionisation in radioactive decays [2]

• First observations of the Migdal
effect in :
• Alpha decay [3,4]
• Beta decay [5]
• Positron decay [6]
• Nuclear scattering [x]

HEP Seminar- 27/05/2022Timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 6
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[6] X. Fabian et al., Electron Shakeoff following the β+ decay of Trapped 19Ne+ and 35Ar+ trapped ions, PRA, 97, 023402 (2018)

Also in A.B. Migdal ”Qualitative Methods in Quantum Theory” Advanced Book Classics CRC Press, 2000 
L. Landau and E. Lifshitz ”Quantum Mechanics : Non-relativistic Theory”

Evidence? Yes, but…
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A.B. Migdal’s papers date back to the 1940s 

Predicted effect in: 
1. 𝜶, 𝜷 decay 

2. Neutral scattering 

Effect has been observed in 𝜶 and 𝜷 decay 

Effect has not been observed with neutral projectiles

What do we know about the Migdal effect?
• A.Migdal publications:

• Ionisation in nuclear reactions [1]
• Ionisation in radioactive decays [2]

• First observations of the Migdal
effect in :
• Alpha decay [3,4]
• Beta decay [5]
• Positron decay [6]
• Nuclear scattering [x]
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Proposals with neutrons
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6

FIG. 4: The integrated rate of neutrino induced nuclear recoils (dashed) and Migdal events (solid) in xenon (left) and argon
(right) from three neutrino sources: nuclear reactors, the SNS and chromium-51.

of evaluating whether such a detector can feasibly ob-
serve a su�cient number of Migdal events and whether
they can be distinguished from the irreducible nuclear
recoil background. As such we leave a statistical analy-
sis that would include an estimation of electronic recoil
background rates from external sources (e.g. Compton
scattering of gamma-rays from the nuclear reactor) and
intrinsic backgrounds (e.g. radiative neutron capture) to
a future work.

The most sensitive dark matter detectors built are liq-
uid xenon TPCs. Such detectors are sensitive to O(keV)
nuclear recoils and can be scaled to multi-tonne target
masses. TPCs operate in a dual-phase configuration, typ-
ically with a cylindrical shape, where a drift field is ap-
plied to the liquid phase and a stronger extraction field
applied to pull charges into the gas phase. The larger
liquid phase provides the main active detector medium,
with a smaller gas phase above it. Photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) are placed in an array above and below the de-
tector volume. When a nuclear or electronic recoil occurs
within the liquid phase, quanta of photons and ions are
produced, with the total number of quanta being propor-
tional to the recoil energy. The photons are emitted as
prompt scintillation light, at a wavelength that xenon is
relatively transparent to. This allows the light to propa-
gate out of the xenon and be detected by the PMTs, cre-
ating a signal labeled S1. The ions are prevented from
recombining by the applied electric field, which causes
the electrons to drift upwards. When the electrons reach
the larger field at the liquid-gas interface they are ex-
tracted into the gas phase and rapidly accelerate, pro-
ducing a secondary scintillation signal labeled S2. The
size of the S1 and S2 signals are proportional to the ini-
tial number of photons and ions created by the recoil
event. Since electronic recoils produce larger ionization
yields than nuclear recoils, the S1/S2 ratio contains in-

formation that can be used to discriminate electronic and
nuclear recoils. Migdal events, however, are a combina-
tion of nuclear and electronic recoils, and thus will not
necessarily resemble either. Instead, their classification
will depend on the fraction of energy coming from each
component.

anode

z = 0

x = 0

cathode

gate

top

bottom

radius 2 rmax

top drift

fiducial region

gas
liquid

Neutron 
  beam

FIG. 5: Cross sectional geometry of a liquid xenon TPC (not
to scale), where cylindrical symmetry is assumed. Dimensions
for the detector modelled in this work are given in table II.

Working with the results presented in [30], we model
our 17 keV neutron beam as having a Gaussian profile
with full-width at half max of 5.9 cm and having a peak
flux of 1455 neutrons/cm2/s (representing a modest 11%
increase in total flux). With this in mind we model a
relatively small xenon detector with dimensions given in

Bell et al, arXiv:2112.08514
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Fig. 1 Shcematis mechanism of the reactions related to the Migdal effect.

At the leading order, the probabilities of the Migdal effect are known to be proportional

to the square of the momentum transfer to the Migdal electron qe. Probabilities for a given

qe are calculated by scaling the values shown in Table 2 of Ref. [15] with (qe/511 eV)2 . qe is

calculated as follows,

q2e =
2m2

eENR

mN

, (1)

where me is the electron mass and mN is the target nuclear mass. Table 1 shows the scaling

factors for maximum recoil energies Emax
NR

by an irradiation with 565 keV neutrons. Here

Emax
NR

is known by

Emax
NR =

4mnmN

(mn +mN)2
En. (2)

Here mn is the neutron mass and En is the neutron energy. It is seen that the scaling factor

for argon is one order of magnitude larger than that for xenon because mN is smaller and

ENR is consequently larger for a given energy of neutrons.

Expected event rates calculated for the experimental and physical conditions discussed

so far are shown in the final row of Table 1. Here the event rate for the nuclear recoils

associated with characteristic X-rays from the Migdal effect are shown. The rates (O(102 ∼

103) events/day) themselves without the consideration of any backgrounds are encouraging

ones. In reality, the background rates without any reduction are much larger than these

signal rates. It is one of the important points of this study to discuss a realistic method

to discriminate background events with the event topologies, which will be discussed in

Section 4.

It should be emphasized that our calculation and discussed measurement are only for the

isolated atoms. For the application to the dark matter searches, it is also important to test

the Migdal effect in the liquid medium.

3.2. Signal Simulation

A simple calculation showed an encouraging signal event rate as an ideal case. A more

realistic Geant4 [22] Monte Carlo (MC) simulation study was then performed.

Four particles, listed as (1)∼(4) in the followings, are generated for the MC simulation.
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Nakamura et al, arXiv:2009.05939

Neutron 
beam

High-pressure gas

Araújo  et al (MIGDAL), arXiv:2207.08284

Mature technology to achieve an unambiguous observa-
tion already exists, developed partly by the collaborating
groups [38–40], among others – especially in the directional
DM detection community [41, 42].

The measurement is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.
Our choice of base gas is CF4 – for its high scintilla-
tion yield and emission spectrum compatible with com-
plementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera
readout – as the active (working) medium in an Opti-
cal Time Projection Chamber (OTPC). The detector al-
lows three-dimensional (3D) track reconstruction through
the following detector sub-systems: i) track ionisation is
drifted to a double glass Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM)
system and converted to an optical signal which is im-
aged by a CMOS camera; ii) the amplified charge is col-
lected at an Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) anode plane seg-
mented into readout strips to obtain the perpendicular co-
ordinate; iii) a photomultiplier tube (PMT) detects both
the primary and secondary scintillation light to provide
the absolute ‘depth’ coordinate. The detector is exposed
to high-flux D-D (2.47 MeV) and D-T (14.7 MeV) neutron
generators, with significant shielding and collimation pro-
viding background mitigation and a controlled scattering
environment.

Our initial goal is to observe clearly the Migdal effect
in pure CF4; subsequently, this will be mixed with other
gases, including the noble elements and other gases based
on Si and Ge. This article focuses on the initial pure-
CF4 deployment, but some discussion is offered on future
measurements with other gas mixtures. There have been
other proposals to achieve a measurement in argon and
xenon gas at higher pressures [43] and in the condensed
phase [44, 45].

In this article we describe the design of the experi-
ment, informed by simulations and preliminary test data
from ancillary systems. The paper is organised as fol-
lows. In Section 2 we describe the behaviour of NR and
ER tracks in low-pressure gas, and introduce the neutron-
induced processes responsible for signal and background
interactions; we summarise calculated Migdal rates, giv-
ing context to the experimental challenge. An appendix
reviews pertinent aspects of neutron scattering kinematics
and neutron cross sections. In Section 3 an overview of the
experiment is given, including the main design drivers for
each detector subsystem and key design choices. In Sec-
tion 4 we describe the neutron beam and host facility, the
design of the collimator and shield elements, and mention
key beam-induced backgrounds. In Section 5 we detail the
modelling of particle tracks in the gas and their detection
by the optical and charge readout systems. Section 6 dis-
cusses the expected sensitivity of the experiment to Migdal
events. Section 7 addresses the extension of the measure-
ment to other gas mixtures. We conclude by discussing
the outlook for our programme in Section 8.

time

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the MIGDAL experiment
showing the OTPC exposed to neutrons, with interactions in the
low-pressure CF4 gas amplified by a double glass-GEM system; the
active volume of the OTPC is approximately 10×10 cm2 by 3 cm
in the drift direction; neutron interactions take place in a volume
≈ 9×9 cm2 by 1.3 cm. Optical signals are recorded by an external
camera and a photomultiplier tube, while amplified track ionisation
is detected by an ITO-strip anode. An example 2D-projected Migdal
event (scaled 10×) is shown, featuring a 5-keV electron and a 150-keV
fluorine nuclear recoil originating from the same vertex – simulated
using Degrad [46] and SRIM [47] plus Garfield++[48], respectively.
Illustrative signals in the various detector systems are also shown.

2. Signal and backgrounds

Detection of the rare Migdal event topology, consist-
ing of two short tracks with a common vertex, using a
low-pressure OTPC detector requires optimisation based
mostly around the gas composition and density (pressure).
The latter operational parameter governs almost the whole
experimental approach by impacting two key physical pa-
rameters which are in tension with each other: the neutron
scattering rate in the active volume increases with pres-
sure, but the length of the resulting ER and NR tracks
decreases. The electron track length is particularly impor-
tant as this determines the ability to discriminate between
ER and NR tracks, as well as the detection threshold for
Migdal events. In this section we discuss the behaviour of
NR and ER tracks in the low-pressure gas, as well as the
signal and background rates after a simple threshold based
on track length has been defined. Other experimental pa-
rameters that depend on the gas composition and density
will be discussed in Section 3, where a more detailed ac-
count of the experiment is given.

2.1. Tracks in low pressure gas
Low-energy electrons have convoluted tracks, and their

spatial extent can be characterised by various metrics of
‘range’ – with some of the most common depicted in Fig. 2
(left). For the purpose of design optimisation we adopted
the ‘practical range’ for electrons [50]. This is longer than
the ‘mean projected range’ along the direction of incidence

3

Neutron 
beam
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FIG. 4: The integrated rate of neutrino induced nuclear recoils (dashed) and Migdal events (solid) in xenon (left) and argon
(right) from three neutrino sources: nuclear reactors, the SNS and chromium-51.

of evaluating whether such a detector can feasibly ob-
serve a su�cient number of Migdal events and whether
they can be distinguished from the irreducible nuclear
recoil background. As such we leave a statistical analy-
sis that would include an estimation of electronic recoil
background rates from external sources (e.g. Compton
scattering of gamma-rays from the nuclear reactor) and
intrinsic backgrounds (e.g. radiative neutron capture) to
a future work.

The most sensitive dark matter detectors built are liq-
uid xenon TPCs. Such detectors are sensitive to O(keV)
nuclear recoils and can be scaled to multi-tonne target
masses. TPCs operate in a dual-phase configuration, typ-
ically with a cylindrical shape, where a drift field is ap-
plied to the liquid phase and a stronger extraction field
applied to pull charges into the gas phase. The larger
liquid phase provides the main active detector medium,
with a smaller gas phase above it. Photomultiplier tubes
(PMTs) are placed in an array above and below the de-
tector volume. When a nuclear or electronic recoil occurs
within the liquid phase, quanta of photons and ions are
produced, with the total number of quanta being propor-
tional to the recoil energy. The photons are emitted as
prompt scintillation light, at a wavelength that xenon is
relatively transparent to. This allows the light to propa-
gate out of the xenon and be detected by the PMTs, cre-
ating a signal labeled S1. The ions are prevented from
recombining by the applied electric field, which causes
the electrons to drift upwards. When the electrons reach
the larger field at the liquid-gas interface they are ex-
tracted into the gas phase and rapidly accelerate, pro-
ducing a secondary scintillation signal labeled S2. The
size of the S1 and S2 signals are proportional to the ini-
tial number of photons and ions created by the recoil
event. Since electronic recoils produce larger ionization
yields than nuclear recoils, the S1/S2 ratio contains in-

formation that can be used to discriminate electronic and
nuclear recoils. Migdal events, however, are a combina-
tion of nuclear and electronic recoils, and thus will not
necessarily resemble either. Instead, their classification
will depend on the fraction of energy coming from each
component.

anode

z = 0

x = 0

cathode

gate

top

bottom

radius 2 rmax

top drift

fiducial region

gas
liquid

Neutron 
  beam

FIG. 5: Cross sectional geometry of a liquid xenon TPC (not
to scale), where cylindrical symmetry is assumed. Dimensions
for the detector modelled in this work are given in table II.

Working with the results presented in [30], we model
our 17 keV neutron beam as having a Gaussian profile
with full-width at half max of 5.9 cm and having a peak
flux of 1455 neutrons/cm2/s (representing a modest 11%
increase in total flux). With this in mind we model a
relatively small xenon detector with dimensions given in

Neutron 
beam Dual-phase 

Xe TPC

Results from LZ (D-D) and  
Lawrence Livermore National Lab (D-T)
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time

Optical Time Projection Chamber
• This is a schematic of the

Migdal OTPC.
• The active area of the

GEMs is 10×10 cm2.
• The drift region is 3 cm.
• The ITO anode collects

charge timing
information (3D
reconstruction).

• The example Migdal
event contains a 10 keV
electron + 250 keV
fluorine recoil which has
been scaled-up by a
factor of 3.

DMUK - 16/11/2021Timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 10

Neutron  
generator

Araújo, … ,CM, et al 
(MIGDAL) 
arXiv:2207.08284

Neutron collisions give 
recoils with energy: 

[higher than dark  
matter regime] 

<latexit sha1_base64="2xz7sqJg3SpHI71W6E4io81DJT4=">AAACH3icbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9ehlAjHxIplVoh5JjMYjJvJIgJDZoYEJM7vrzKwJ2eDZ3/AHvOofeDNe+QG/w1ngIGAlnVSqutPd5YWCa0PI2EmtrK6tb6Q3M1vbO7t72f2Dqg4ixaDCAhGoukc1CO5DxXAjoB4qoNITUPMG14lfewKleeA/mGEILUl7Pu9yRo2V2tncTVvhpuYSHrFLCD7F54SQ56akpq9kPIDqqJ3NkwKZAC8Td0byaIZyO/vT7AQskuAbJqjWDZeEphVTZTgTMMo0Iw0hZQPag4alPpWgW/HklxE+tkoHdwNlyzd4ov6diKnUeig925ncqBe9RPzPa0Sme9WKuR9GBnw2XdSNBDYBToLBHa6AGTG0hDLF7a2Y9amizNj45rZ4ig7AjDI2GHcxhmVSPSu4F4XifTFfup1FlEZHKIdOkIsuUQndoTKqIIZe0Bt6Rx/Oq/PpfDnf09aUM5s5RHNwxr/YlaGH</latexit>

Er ' 100� 3000 keV
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Create a dedicated experiment for the unambiguous observation of the Migdal 

effect in nuclear scattering:

Experimental goal

• Direct observation of two simultaneously created tracks of the
ionisation electron and the nuclear recoil originating from the same
vertex using GEM-based OTPC.

HEP Seminar- 27/05/2022Timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 9

Nucleus
D-T/D-D
source

Neutron

Nuclear recoil

Migdal electron
From same vertex

We are the only experiment 
aiming to observe the nuclear 
and electron recoils emerging 

from a common vertex

• Phase 1: Observe the effect in CF4 in high energy recoils 

• Phase 2: Observe the Migdal effect in CF4 + noble gases



Schematic: Optical Time Projection Chamber
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Optical Time Projection Chamber
• This is a schematic of the 

Migdal OTPC.

• The active area of the 
GEMs is 10×10 cm2.
• The drift region is 3 cm.
• The ITO anode collects 

charge timing 
information (3D 
reconstruction).
• The example Migdal 

event contains a 10 keV 
electron + 250 keV 
fluorine recoil which has 
been scaled-up by a 
factor of 3.

HEP Seminar- 27/05/2022Timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 10

D-D/D-T generator

Camera: images GEM scintillation 
through viewport behind ITO anode.  
Readout of (x,y) plane 

ITO anode: collects charge. 
Readout of (x,z) plane 

PMT: Detects primary and secondary 
(GEM) scintillation  
Readout of depth (z) coordinate  

Setup allows for 3D track reconstruction 
Simulated Migdal event with a 10 keV 

electron & 250 keV fluorine recoil. 
Scaled-up by a factor of 3.  

Drift region: 3 cm 
Active area of GEMs:  
10×10 cm2
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The MIGDAL experiment

Chamber
10” Al-alloy cube

Active region 
10x10x3 cm3

Henrique Araújo (Imperial) 4IDM 2022

Optical-TPC

Double glass-GEMs
hole/pitch: 170/280 mm
gain: ~105

Transfer gap: 2 mm
Field: 600 V/cm

ITO anode
120 strips 
wire-bonded to 
Kapton flex-cable
strip pitch: 830 mm

Induction gap: 2 mm
Field: 400 V/cm

Cathode
Woven mesh
280 mm Al wire

Drift gap: 30 mm
Field: 200 V/cm

Fieldcage
3 field-shaping
electrodes

ne
ut

ro
ns

Henrique Araújo (Imperial) 5IDM 2022

The MIGDAL experiment

Chamber
10” Al-alloy cube

Active region 
10x10x3 cm3

Henrique Araújo (Imperial) 4IDM 2022



Pictures: Optical Time Projection Chamber
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Summary
• The MIGDAL experiment aims to make a conclusive detection of the Migdal effect, 

followed by a systematic study: first in pure CF4, then in other gases and mixtures.

• Design/sensitivity study completed (2207.08284), suggesting 5σ discovery with 1 
day.

• Optical-TPC has been built, now performing final tests and analysing calibration 
data: 5 keV threshold met.

• We are awaiting commissioning of the DD neutron generator.

12/12/2022 timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 15

Experiment paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.08284

Please stay tuned on Thursday for Elizabeth’s talk on 
3D track reconstruction!



We also need some neutrons…
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We will operate at the NILE Facility at the 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK  

D-D and D-T fusion generators installed 
in “shielding bunker”  

High-yield neutron generators  
- D-D: 2.47 MeV (109 n/s)  
- D-T: 14.7 MeV (1010 n/s)  

Neutron collision rate (all processes) in 
our detector is ~50-100 Hz 

NILE Facility at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK

• D-D and D-T fusion generators 
installed in “shielding bunker”

• Collimators & additional shielding 
provide clean beam through OTPC

• D-T collimator ~1 m, D-D ~0.5 m

Henrique Araújo (Imperial) 7IDM 2022



NILE facility
• NILE facility is at TS2, ISIS

• Test assembly of the lead & plastic shielding 
has been completed.

• DD generator is at NILE. We are awaiting its 
commissioning.

12/12/2022 timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 14
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All of this really exists…
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Neutrons plus OTPC gives…



Simulated camera images of Migdal event
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The Migdal event as an image

HEP Seminar- 27/05/2022Timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 15

Linear-scale colour map Log-scale colour map

4 mm

Secondary barely 
leaves penumbra

Low-intensity 
‘bridge’ 

Visible difference 
in dE/dx

4 mm

150 keV F

5 keV e-

High dynamic range required



Calibration with 55Fe – Pure CF4
• Tests were performed with 
55Fe (5.9 keV x-ray).

• The gain was pushed high.

• Head & tail is clearly resolved.

• 700 eV Auger electron from 
fluorine is visible.

• Achievable energy resolution 
is high (σ/µ ~ 12.7%).

• See Elizabeth’s talk on 
Thursday for 3D 
reconstruction!

12/12/2022 timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 7

700 eV Auger

5.2 keV phe

3 mm

Real camera images of 55Fe events
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Tests with 55Fe in pure CF4  

55Fe gives 5.9 keV X-ray 
(calibration for the electron) 

700 eV Auger electron from 
fluorine is visible.  

Energy resolution is good  
(σ/μ ~ 12.7%).  



Simulated ITO signals of Migdal event
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Figure 18: The ITO-strip current signals produced by the two example events shown in Fig. 16 prior to folding in the electronics response.
The current induced on each strip is represented by the height of the strip and its colour. In each plot the location of the electronic recoil is
marked with “ER”.

Figure 19: Simulated electronics response to charge deposited in the
middle of an ITO strip. The signal depends not only on the charge
deposited on the strip of interest, but also that induced on adjacent
strips (up to four strips either side).

obtained in preliminary measurements. Simulated cam-
era images of the two Migdal events mentioned above are
shown in Fig. 20.

5.7. Track reconstruction

Tracks are reconstructed in 3D by combining informa-
tion from the ITO readout with the camera image and
the PMT, initially matched by the MiDAS data reduction
software.

The ITO signals are processed with a 2D deconvolution
method similar to that used in Ref. [93], using the response
of the electronics and cross-talk shown in Fig. 19, to obtain
the induced current on each strip. A second 2D deconvo-
lution is performed using the mean response of a single
electron in the induction gap, obtained from simulation,
to find the charge per nanosecond on each strip. This pro-
vides information about the arrival time of each electron

and, using the expected drift velocity, it can be used to
estimate the extent of the track in the z direction.

The camera images also undergo several steps of pro-
cessing to reconstruct the 2D track information. First, a
low-pass filter is applied to remove the GEM hole pattern
from the images. The resulting image is deconvolved using
the Richardson-Lucy algorithm [94, 95] with a 2D Gaus-
sian point spread function the width of which is estimated
based on the average di↵usion at that depth determined
from the S1-S2 time delay. The deconvolved images are
input to a track finding algorithm [96] that extracts the
detailed 2D track properties, such as the range, energy
loss rate and initial direction of the particle. The result of
this procedure applied to the simulated Migdal events are
shown in Fig. 21.4

6. Sensitivity

Having described the detector, neutron beam and sim-
ulation framework in some detail, we can now present a
more realistic calculation of the signal and background
rates in the fiducial volume. We begin by setting out the
expected number of neutron-induced nuclear recoils and
expected Migdal event rates, and then discuss in detail
the background topologies which could a↵ect their mea-
surement. From the expected signal and background rates
an indicative discovery sensitivity is presented.

6.1. Signal acceptance

We expect to operate the experiment for several con-
secutive days with high duty cycle, probably limited by the
recovery from GEM discharges, progressive loss of gas pu-
rity, and the regular calibrations for gain monitoring. We

4A grayscale version of Fig. 21 was analysed using ImageJ with
plugin Ridge Detection [97].

21



Real ITO signals of 55Fe events
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ITO (Pure CF4)
• Very good signal to noise.

• Spatial resolution is not as 
good as camera (~0.83 mm 
pitch).

• Good energy resolution 
even with no flat fielding 
correction.

• Analysis of ITO images is 
ongoing, methods are still 
being refined.

12/12/2022 timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 8

Tests with 55Fe in pure CF4  

55Fe gives 5.9 keV X-ray 
(calibration for the electron) 

Independent estimator of the 
energy 



Real signals with alphas
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252Cf source placed ~20 cm 
from active volume 
[so that Bragg peak for alpha 
terminates in the active volume]  

dE/dx comparable to nuclear 
recoil tracks produced by DD 
(2.47 MeV) neutron scattering 
[but tracks much longer] 

Can simultaneously observe 
alpha and 5 keV phe!  

Alphas
• 252Cf source was moved 

back to ~20 cm from active 
volume.

• At this distance Bragg peak 
for α terminates in the 
active volume.

• dE/dx comparable to 
nuclear recoil tracks 
produced by DD (2.47 
MeV) neutron scattering.

• Can simultaneously 
observe α and 5 keV phe!

12/12/2022 timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 13

Not from 252Cf source?



Track reconstruction: the idea
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End-to-end simulation

12/12/2022 timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 6

Image analysis
Deconvolution + RidgeFinder

Anode strip readout
Induction/collection

(electronics deconvolved)

Camera readout
Diffusion + GEMs + noise

Migdal event
150 keV F recoil
+ 5 keV electron

• DEGRAD (electron track)
• TRIM (NR cascade and electronic dE/dx)
• Magboltz (drift properties)
• Garfield++ (GEMs)
• Gmsh/Elmer & ANSYS (ITO and E-field)

End-to-end simulation
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Track reconstruction with real data
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3D Reconstruction 5.9 keV e- Event in 50 torr 20:80 Ar:CF4 (real data)
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ITO Strip Readout

3D reconstruction 
5.9 keV e- event in 

50 torr 20:80 
Ar:CF4

Preliminary: still active area of development



Present status
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We have faced several challenges related 
to the neutron generators 

(had to postpone runs several times) 

Current plan: first data-run before summer 



New theory needed



Proposals cover orders of magnitude in
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Migdal transition element
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describes the bound atomic-electrons wavefunction 

A. Migdal, J. Phys. Acad. Sci. 
USSR 4 (1941) 449–453 
(See also E. L. Feinberg, J. Phys. 
Acad. Sci. USSR 4 (1941) 423)
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Migdal transition element
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Previous calculations made 
the ‘dipole approximation’:

A. Migdal, J. Phys. Acad. Sci. 
USSR 4 (1941) 449–453 
(See also E. L. Feinberg, J. Phys. 
Acad. Sci. USSR 4 (1941) 423)
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exp

 
imev ·

NX

a=1

ra

!
⇡ 1 + imev ·

NX

a=1

ra

Unclear if dipole approximation holds for neutron scattering processes (high v) 
— and only allows for single ionisation processes to be accounted for

We keep the full exponential factor 
(sounds easy but lots of extra work!) Cox, Dolan, CM, Quiney, 

arXiv:2208.12222



Total probability results  
(with the exponential factor!)
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excitation: both e-  
(not visible on this scale)

Single-ionisation 
+excitation

Previous calculations could only give the single-ionisation curve for  

double-
ionisation

stay in 
ground 
state

single-
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No transition 
Single transition 
Double transitions 
Triple transitions 
Sum 

Theory framework generalises 
straightforwardly to larger 
atoms… 
…but there are more electrons 

Probability sums to 1 to                  
but clearly deviates beyond               

At higher speeds, quads, quintics, … 
will contribute but VERY difficult to 
calculate 
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Without quads, quintics, … 
will we have to give up on accurate predictions at higher NR speeds?



Without quads, quintics, … 
will we have to give up on accurate predictions at higher NR speeds?

No! (for realistic experiments)



The impact of experimental thresholds
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threshold is always suppressed, even at 
high NR speeds



The impact of experimental thresholds
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Realistic experiments have a threshold 
on the electron energy 

Probability of two electrons above 
threshold is always suppressed, even at 
high NR speeds

…but what about 1 hard electron and 1 soft 
electron? 
…Indeed, this is a large correction! 

…the contributions from 1 hard, 2 soft; 1 
hard 3 soft, …, will also be important

Neon
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*Valid approximation if 

Summing over all soft electrons
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Formally, the sum over all 1-hard + N soft-electrons is
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To a good approximation*, this can be manipulated into the compact expression  
(which is straightforward to calculate numerically)
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Semi-inclusive includes 
contributions from 
ionisation + excitation 
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Semi-inclusive includes 
contributions from >2 e 
ionisation (+ excitation)

Semi-inclusive probability gives accurate rates even at high NR-speeds



Application to neutron scattering [high-NR speed]



Neutron scattering rates (DD = 2.47 MeV)
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Semi-inclusive includes 
contributions from ionisation 
+ excitation 

Without semi-inclusive, 
would miss contributions 
from >2 e ionisation
*Peak from neutron cross-section

Semi-inclusive rate is factor 1.6 higher than single+double ionisation 

Fluorine (50 Torr CF4)
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Background/Signal rates in the MIGDAL experiment
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Table 3: Number of background and signal events per million neutron-induced recoil tracks for D-D (2.47 MeV) and D-T (14.7 MeV) neutrons
incident on CF4 gas at 50 Torr. Data are given for ⇠100 keV nuclear recoil threshold and >0.5 keV and 5–15 keV electron energies, with
the electron vertex located up to 3 mm from the NR track origin. An entry of “0” indicates that the process cannot occur in the ROI, while
“⇡0” denotes a negligible rate of ⌧0.01 events per million recoils. Individual background components and topologies are discussed in the
text. Signal rates are those from Table 1 for contained tracks above threshold, normalised per million signal-inducing events.

Component Topology
D-D neutrons D-T neutrons

>0.5 5–15 keV >0.5 5–15 keV

Recoil-induced �-rays Delta electron from NR track origin ⇡0 0 541,000 0

Particle-Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE)

X-ray emission Photoelectron near NR track origin 1.8 0 365 0

Auger electrons Auger electron from NR track origin 19.6 0 42,000 0

Bremsstrahlung processes
†

Quasi-Free Electron Br. (QFEB) Photoelectron near NR track origin 112 ⇡0 288 ⇡0

Secondary Electron Br. (SEB) Photoelectron near NR track origin 115 ⇡0 279 ⇡0

Atomic Br. (AB) Photoelectron near NR track origin 70 ⇡0 171 ⇡0

Nuclear Br. (NB) Photoelectron near NR track origin ⇡0 ⇡0 0.013 ⇡0

Photon interactions

Neutron inelastic �-rays (gas) Compton electron near NR track origin 1.6 0.47 0.86 0.25

Random track coincidences Photo-/Compton electron near NR track ⇡0 ⇡0 ⇡0 ⇡0

Gas radioactivity

Trace contaminants Electron from decay near NR track origin 0.2 0.01 0.03 ⇡0

Neutron activation Electron from decay near NR track origin 0 0 ⇡0 ⇡0

Secondary nuclear recoil fork NR track fork near track origin – ⇡1 – ⇡1

Total background Sum of the above components 1.5 1.3

Migdal signal Migdal electron from NR track origin 32.6 84.2

† These processes were (conservatively) evaluated at the endpoint of the nuclear recoil spectra.

account the photon absorption e�ciency in the vicinity of
NR tracks. Owing to the low velocity of NRs compared to
that of the protons of the same energy, the probability of
X-ray emission in the energy range of interest is extremely
low in both the D-D and the D-T experiments.

A potentially relevant background occurs when a neu-
tron undergoes inelastic scattering in the active gas volume
and a deexcitation �-ray interacts near the NR vertex from
the same interaction. This type of event dominates the
background budget in higher pressure experiments [45].
While the mean photon interaction length is very large
at 50 Torr, the Compton scattering of the 110 keV and
197 keV photons from 19F(n,n0) is of some concern: their
energy is just right to produce Compton electrons in the
ROI – cf. Fig. 5. The calculation in Table 3 uses GEANT4
to simulate the production and interaction of these and
similar �-rays in the 5–15 keV range. The corresponding
background rate is found to be just below 1 event per mil-
lion NR tracks – we predict this to be the leading source
of background in our experiment, as shown in Table 3.

A di↵erent class of background occurs when an NR
track and an unrelated ER track are accidentally recorded
in coincidence. In this instance the event topology is sim-
ilar to that of signal if the electron is emitted su�ciently
close to the NR vertex. These electrons are caused by
�-rays and X-rays produced in di↵erent parts of the ex-
periment and the neutron generator, that reach the active
volume. The predicted rate of coincidence events has been
assessed by calculating the photon spectrum entering the

active volume with GEANT4, and then convolving the cor-
responding spectrum with the photon probability to yield
an electron in the 5–15 keV window. We assumed that the
spatial resolution on the camera plane is 3 mm, while the
time resolution is set to the maximum drift time along the
OTPC (230 ns). The total rate of accidental coincidences
is found to be ⌧0.01 events per million NR with either
generator. In most of these events the NR and the photon
are created by two di↵erent neutrons (85% and 77% for D-
D and D-T generators, respectively), while the remainder
comes from coincidences where the photon is produced in
an earlier interaction of the same neutron that produces
the NR. The volumes where the photon originate di↵er
between the D-D and D-T experiment configurations. In
the former case, this is dominated by deexcitation X-rays
following photoelectric e↵ect in the cathode (70% of the to-
tal), while in the latter case the most significant are �-rays
from neutron inelastic scattering occurring in the genera-
tor material placed in the line-of-sight of the active volume
(80% of the total). It has been also checked that �-rays
from the decay of radioisotopes produced by neutron ac-
tivation only represents a small contribution to accidental
coincidence events (1% and 2% for D-D and D-T neutrons,
respectively).

The previous paragraph discussed accidental coinci-
dences where the origin of the electron can be traced back
to a neutron produced in D-D or D-T fusion. However,
the electric field used to accelerate deuterium ions in these
devices also creates a current of free electrons flowing in

24
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Setups with D-D and D-T generators both have excellent discovery potential! 

Estimated to achieve 5σ significance in less than one day of operation:  
20 hours for D-D and 4.4 hours for D-T 

[Even halving the signal and 
increasing the background 
uncertainty to 70%, we get: 

5σ discovery in ~ 7 calendar 
days for the D-D and ~ 7 hours 
for the D-T generator]



Summary

The Migdal effect is… 
- an old effect (from 1940s) that is used for dark matter sub-GeV searches and is 

an active target for near-future neutron-beam experiments 

In the UK… 
- we are building a detection platform to characterise the effect in multiple 

elements relevant to dark matter experiments 

On the theory side, we have… 
- extended previous calculations to the high nuclear-recoil speed regime 

Our calculations… 
- confirm the accuracy of existing calculations (Ibe et al) for DM searches  
- are crucial to give accurate neutron-beam predictions 
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Thank you

“Precise Predictions and New Insights for Atomic Ionisation from the Migdal Effect”  

Peter Cox, Matthew Dolan Christopher McCabe and Harry Quiney 
arXiv:2208.12222, PRD 

Data files of probabilities available now: https://petercox.github.io/Migdal/ 

“The MIGDAL experiment: Measuring a rare atomic process to aid the search for 
dark matter” H.M. Araújo et al 

arXiv:2207.08284

https://petercox.github.io/Migdal/


Backup
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Transition matrix element first found by A. Migdal: 
<latexit sha1_base64="yk8y3JXpepmpo5SEVi/sXk8cpbc=">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</latexit>⌦
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��eimev·
P

a ra
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i

↵ A. Migdal, J. Phys. Acad. Sci. 
USSR 4 (1941) 449–453 
(See also E. L. Feinberg, J. Phys. 
Acad. Sci. USSR 4 (1941) 423)
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= det(M) where
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Mba =
⌦
�kb

�� exp(imev · r)
�� ja

↵
J. D. Talman and A. M. Frolov, 
Phys. Rev. A73, 032722 (2006)

Example: Ground-state to ground-state transition in helium

Approximate form (for illustration):                                                                                                   ,
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2
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Key-point: When initial/final state wavefunctions expressed as anti-symmetric products of 
single-electron wavefunctions [e.g. as in Hartree-Fock], this can be expressed as: 



Comparison of numerical methods
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Our approach 

Canonical Dirac-Hartree Fock method 
[Implemented in the GRASP+RATIP and 
BERTHA codes] 

We keep the full matrix element: 

Ibe et al approach  (arXiv:1707.07258) 

Relativistic self-consistent mean-field 
[Implemented in the FAC code] 

Makes the dipole approximation: 

arXiv:1707.07258
Impact: Model of atomic potential differs - expect small differences at low electron energies
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Impact: Our calculation remains valid at large nuclear speed (NR energy);  
and we can calculate single ionisation, double ionisation, single ionisation + excitation, …

GRASP [Jonsson et al, Comput. Phys. Commun. 177, 597 (2007); Jonsson et al, Comput. Phys. Commun. 184, 2197 (2013); Froese Fischer et al, Comput. Phys. Commun. 237, 184 
(2019)], RATIP [Fritzsche, Comput. Phys. Commun. 183, 1525 (2012)], BERTHA [Quiney et al, Adv. Quantum Chem. 32, 1 (1998)], FAC [Gu, Canadian Journal of Physics 86, 675 (2008)]



Helium neutron scattering rates (DD=2.47 MeV)
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Helium provides a sanity check of 
semi-inclusive probability across all 

energies - it works! 
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Fluorine neutron scattering rates (DT=14.7 MeV)
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Semi-inclusive includes 
contributions from ionisation 
+ excitation 

Completely miss triple+quad… 
contributions at high recoil 
energy without semi-ionisation

Peaks/troughs from 
neutron cross-section

Semi-inclusive rate is factor 5.9 higher than single+double ionisation 
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Integrated rates
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What shells are electrons ionised from?
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Most likely configuration for ionisation scenario with 
1 hard- and soft-electrons: 
Hard-electron from inner-shell with soft-electron 
from valence-shell 

Most likely configuration for 
single-ionisation: 
Hard electron from inner-shell 
Soft-electron from valence-shell 
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Comparison with Ibe et al
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Comparison is at 
small v: when dipole 
approx is accurate 

Agreement to ~25% 
in experimentally 
interesting 
parameter space 

11
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FIG. 9. The upper part of each panel compares our results (coloured lines) for the di↵erential single ionisation probability,
dpv/dEe, with the equivalent results from Ibe et al [9] (dashed black lines). Following Ref. [9], we label the states with the
non-relativistic quantum numbers and for clarity, we have separated the xenon s and p, d states into separate panels. The lower
part of each panel shows the di↵erence, [1/(2⇡)dpce/dEe] / [dpv/dEe]� 1, expressed as a percentage.

electron energy, 1 eV . Ee . 100 eV, where the pre-
cise form of the Coulomb potential has more of an im-
pact. Some degree of deviation is expected since Ref. [9]
employs a relativistic self-consistent mean-field approach
with a local central potential, while we use the canoni-
cal Dirac-Hartree-Fock method, which includes the full
non-local exchange potential.

Appendix C: Neutron cross sections

This appendix provides details of the neutron–nucleus
cross sections used in this work. The numerical values of
the cross sections in table I are from the ENDF/B-VIII.0
library [77]. The values on the left (right) correspond to
nominal neutron energies from a D-D (D-T) neutron gen-
erator. We have listed cross sections for elastic scatter-

ing, inelastic scattering and radiative capture processes
as all of these processes will lead to the topology of an
electron and nuclear recoil track with a common vertex,
which is the signal for which the MIGDAL experiment is
searching.

Figure 10 shows the combined di↵erential cross section
for all signal-inducing processes as a function of the nu-
clear recoil energy. The upper and lower panels show the
spectra expected from an incoming neutron with energy
2.47 MeV and 14.7 MeV, respectively. The spectra were
generated with GEANT4 v10.5.1 (G4NDL 4.5) [78] and
cross-checked against the ENDF/B-VIII.0 library, as de-
scribed in the appendix of Ref. [44]. The argon D-D spec-
trum is normalised to the average signal-inducing cross
section over the range from 2.45 MeV to 2.5 MeV, as
discussed in table I.
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Event-rate map for MIGDAL experiment
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D-D generator (CF4, 50 Torr) D-T generator (CF4, 50 Torr) 



Thresholds
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ER and NR tracks in 50 Torr CF4
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Backgrounds
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Secondary nuclear recoils
Secondary recoils per million primary ions (TRIM) 
created within 1 mm from the vertex in 50 Torr CF4, when 
the “visible” energy of the secondary is 5–15 keVee.

12/12/2022 timothy.marley15@imperial.ac.uk 22

How many of these look like 5-10 keV electrons? Simulate 
several thousand more tracks using full chain, analyse image 
and recover track lengths (R3) Can cut down to ~1 per 70,000 
secondaries, retaining 87% electron detection efficiency (i.e. 
~1 per million primary recoils).

~70,000 
per million 
(worst case) 
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Migdal in other elements

Neutron scattering cross sections – total (σ0) and bare-recoil processes (σs)
plus Migdal probabilities for full neutron-induced NR spectrum, integrated 
down to zero NR threshold for electron thresholds of 0.5 keV and 5 keV
(see C. McCabe’s talk) Energy-angle relations for D-D neutron 

scattering in 50% Ar/CF4. 

Migdal probabilities in other elements of interest for DM searches
which we aim to explore, mostly in mixtures with CF4

These probabilities are not too dissimilar (except for He)

Henrique Araújo (Imperial) 20IDM 2022

Blessing or curse?
Auger emission
in addition to 
Migdal electron



Neutron cross sections
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En=2.47 MeV (D-D neutrons)
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En=14.7 MeV (D-T neutrons)
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